Immunomodulatory effects of macrolide antibiotics in respiratory disease: therapeutic implications for asthma and cystic fibrosis.
The macrolide antibiotics are a family of related 14- or 15-membered lactone ring antibiotics. There has been recent interest in the beneficial effects of these drugs as immune modulators in respiratory conditions in children. Cystic fibrosis (CF) and asthma, both of which occur in childhood, have an underlying inflammatory component and are associated with significant morbidity. The pathogenesis of both conditions is poorly understood but several molecular mechanisms have been suggested. In CF, these mechanisms broadly involve altered chloride transport and alteration of the airway surface liquid with disordered neutrophilic inflammation. There is much evidence for a proinflammatory propensity in CF immune effector and epithelial cells and many studies indicate that macrolides modulate these inflammatory processes. Recent studies have confirmed a clinical improvement in CF following treatment with macrolides, but the exact mechanisms by which they work are unknown. Asthma is likely to represent several different phenotypes but in all of these, airway obstruction, bronchial hyperresponsiveness, and inflammation are central processes. Results from trials using macrolides have suggested an improvement in clinical outcome. The putative mechanisms of macrolide immunomodulatory action include improvement of the primary defense mechanisms, inhibition of the bacteria-epithelial cell interaction, modulation of the signaling pathway and chemokine release, and direct neutrophil effects. Putative mechanisms of phenotypic modulation have also been proposed involving interactions with nitric oxide, endothelin-1, and bronchoconstriction, endothelial growth factors and airway remodeling, and bioactive phospholipids in both CF and asthma. Further characterization of these effects and development of targeted designer drugs will further expand our therapeutic repertoire and lead to improved quality and quantity of life for patients with CF and asthma.